
Year 5/6 WEEK 7

EQUIPMENT: 
Gym mats / stopwatch / whistle / skipping rope / cones / tennis balls 

MUSCULAR WHOLE BODY

Focus: Strength Endurance

Suggested work out:
5 minute pulse raising warm up starting with walking and increasing speed to jogging
then running to increase heart rate. Perform 3 sets each for each station start with a
45 second set then switch with your partner followed by 30 second and 15 second

sets. Power through the time and rest before going again.
Finish with pulse lowering activities and stretching 

DUCK WALKS 

Assume a low squat position
for a duck walk towards the

cone, jump up and sprint back
to the start to repeat.

SINGLE LEG BALANCE REACH 

Stand in the middle of a circle
of coloured cones. Stand on
one leg to balance, when a
partner calls a colour reach

and touch the cone with either
your hands or raised foot.  

MIRROR LUNGES

Stand opposite a partner and
try to mirror each other, can
you react quickly and copy
them. Forward, side ways,

backward lunges to be
incorporated.   

SKIPPING 

Two footed jumps
over the rope. 

TENNIS SQUARE 
with a partner

Create a small square with
cones or spots. Taking a

tennis ball you and your partner
need to rally the ball in the

box by stepping in to tap the
ball upwards then

stepping out again. See how
many you can do together.  

SUPER 6 CHOPS

Chop across your body taking
both hands quickly from right
to left then left to right. Squat
and repeat the chops before
standing to chop diagonally
from shoulder to opposite

toes. Keep repeating!

GLUTE BRIDGE –
CRAWL THROUGHS 

Partner A: hold a glute bridge
by supporting their weight with
their arms underneath them

and hands on the floor
Partner B: crawls through the
bridge and then runs around

to repeat. 

SIT UP PUNCHES
with a partner 

Partner A performs sit ups as
partner B holds their feet.
At the top of each sit up

partner A performs 5punches
(punches thrown in the air).
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